
 

DECLARATION 

TO UTAH RESIDENTS AND PUBLIC OFFICIALS  

Sep 12th, 2020 

Termination of State of Emergency 

and Emergency Powers 

by the People of Utah  

We, The People of the State of Utah, exercise our inalienable rights affirmed by the Declaration 

of Independence, United States Constitution, and Utah State Constitution to issue a Vote of No 

Confidence in the “emergency” actions and edicts regarding the alleged pandemic by the 

Governor, Lt. Governor and other branches of state and local government. 

All past, present and future edicts related to the alleged pandemic, issued in any form by any 

elected or bureaucratic bodies, including state, county and local health departments, are null and 

void. All present and future actions related to any emergency power are null and void until such 

time as the grievances listed at the end of this declaration are redressed in full. 

 

*Ratified by the People of Utah: 

Utah Central Committee   Iron Dixie Committee of Rights 
Utah County Freedom Committee  Utah Freedom Revolution 
Duchesne City Council Members   (Danny Peatross, Bryce Hamilton, Jason Baker)  
Utah Freedom    Utah Economic Coalition 
Utah Health Freedom   Take Action for Freedom 
Eagle Mountain Committee of Safety Utahans For Health Freedom 
Stand for Freedom (Utah)   Liberty Action Coalition 
Rep. Phil Lyman (Utah Legislature) Rep. Marc Roberts (Utah Legislature) 
Sandy City Committee of Safety  Coalition to Restore Liberty 
Vernal Committee of Safety  United Women’s Forum 
Utah Constitution Party (State)  Defending Utah 
Utah Conservative PAC   People’s Rights Utah 
Constitution Party of Morgan County Constitution Party of Cache County 
Carbon County Committee of Safety Timpanogos Committee of Safety 
Rodney Rowley (Mayor of Duchesne) Utah Business Revival 

We the Parents    Moms Against Masks 

Utah Parents United    San Pete Ready 

 

Contact the Utah Central Committee at www.UtahCommittee.US to add your local civic body or advocacy 

group to the ratification list. 

*As of 9/14/2020 – More names will continue to be added 
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WHEREAS, Governor Herbert and Lt Governor Cox have had ample notice to take action to redress grievances, after 3 

weeks of the Mothers’ Marches on the Governor, and thousands of letters and phone calls sent to them over many months 

of this year. 

WHEREAS, government at all levels has acted illegally, in defiance of constitutional limitations, and the people have the 

right to enforce the highest law of the land in their communities. 

WHEREAS, the Utah Constitution states “Frequent recurrence to fundamental principles is essential to the security of 

individual rights” (Art 1 Sec 27). 

WHEREAS, the Utah Constitution states “All political power is inherent in the people; and all free governments are 

founded on their authority for their equal protection and benefit, and they have the right to alter or reform their 

government as the public welfare may require” (Art 1 Sec 2), and the US Declaration of Independence states "We hold 

these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 

unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights, 

Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any 

Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter it … as to them shall seem 

most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness", and the state of Utah's governing actions have become destructive of the 

people’s rights and well-being during this alleged emergency and the people’s right to alter their government is being 

invoked. 

WHEREAS, the Declaration of Independence states “that to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, 

deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.”  

THEREFORE, the consent of the governed has been revoked regarding the handling of all emergency situations. 

THEREFORE, The People of Utah exercise our right under the US and State Constitutions, a “Vote of No Confidence” 

in the actions of our Governor, Lt. Governor and state government institutions. 

THEREFORE, The People of Utah declare all orders made by any and all bodies related to the alleged pandemic null 

and void, states of emergencies terminated, and the power to create new emergencies is revoked from public entities in the 

state of Utah. 

Grievances against the Governor, Lt. Governor, the state of Utah and various political sub divisions are listed as 

follows, which have not been redressed: 

1. Under the constraints imposed by the United States Constitution and Bill of Rights, officers of the government 

and the judicial system are bound to protect the rights of individuals and their property, but have failed. 

2. Every Utahn that has been restricted by emergency pandemic orders under the color of law, has been deprived of 

life, liberty or property, without their individual due process as guaranteed by the 14th and 5th amendments to the 

US constitution. 

3. The power to legislate was attempted to be transferred outside of constitutionally defined bounds. 

4. Repeated violations of constitutionally mandated separation of powers between the Executive and Legislative 

departments of the government of the State of Utah by declaring policies and regulations that were thereafter 

imposed upon the People of the State of Utah as though they were laws created by the Legislature of the State of 

Utah, thus assuming the legislative authority constitutionally held by the Legislature of the State of Utah and the 

People. 

5. Imposition of policies and regulations upon the People that have impaired the People’s Right and Obligation of 

Contracts, involving employment and business operations, destroying their economic liberty. 

6. Imposition of policies and regulations upon the People that have destroyed the right of the People to enjoy a 

Republican Form of Government by destroying the constitutionally established separation of powers and checks 

and balances; usurping and exercising monarchal authority over the affairs of the State. 
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7. Imposition of policies and regulations upon the People that have impaired the God-given, constitutionally 

guaranteed free exercise of religion. 

8. Imposition of policies and regulations upon the People that have abridged the right of the People peaceably to 

assemble. 

9. Imposition of policies and regulations upon the People that have abridged the right of the People to be secure in 

their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures through utilization of 

technology to track and surveil their movement and actions. 

10. Suspension of habeas corpus (though there has been no case of rebellion or invasion wherein the public safety has 

required it), and imposed policies and regulations upon the People that have required the People to impose limits 

of association and virtual house arrest through self-imprisonment and lockdown of the people through quarantine 

and isolation without court hearings and rulings justifying such impositions. 

11. Imposition of policies and regulations upon the People that have required the People to “witness against himself” 

by directing them to provide private information to the State regarding travel, associations, medical procedures, 

the outcome of those procedures, the status of their health, etc., and to certify the accuracy and truthfulness of the 

responses with the presumption of penalty if proven untrue or inaccurate. 

12. Imposition of policies and regulations upon the People that have required the People to restrict their freedom of 

travel and association. 

13. Imposition of policies and regulations upon the People that have required students, staff, and faculty of public 

education institutions to wear facemasks whenever attending, claiming the authority to impose fines and  penalties 

of up to $1,000.00 and six months imprisonment upon students, staff, and faculty for violation of the “law”  he 

created through his mandate. 

14. The governor has, contrary to the limiting words of Utah Code, and the opposing consensus of the Utah 

Legislature while met in special session, arbitrarily and unilaterally declared a state-wide continuation of a State 

of Emergency upon Utah, and extended policies and regulations upon the People associated with such State of 

Emergency. 

15. The pandemic numbers have been dishonest and manipulated from the beginning, while a public face of 

pretending to care about accurate data is dishonestly put forth. 

16. Threats of shutdowns and mandates, under the false color of law, continue to be ever present. 

17. Utah business and residents have suffered unnecessary hardship or complete ruin under false pretenses of a 

rampant virus. 

18. The truth has not been spoken that the virus is not a threat, the healthy need to work, the children need to breathe 

oxygen and enjoy a normal learning environment. 

19. An unnecessary culture of fear has been created in an effort to control the lives of individual Utahns causing 

empty hospitals that falsely expected a pandemic and preventing legitimate medical needs from being met as 

people were either afraid of hospitals or not allowed to go. 

20. Angela Dunn has been allowed to continue her propagandistic media tour, with frequent threats to shut down the 

economy, while the county health departments she supervises continue to violate their purview and the 

Constitutional rights of Utahns by assuming the power to govern the economy. 

21. Residents have been forced to relinquish the right to hold a job and run a business while breathing oxygen without 

a cloth or other face covering.  A power which even if it weren’t under false pretenses has no constitutional basis. 

22. The government has claimed the authority to take responsibility for our personal health. The government can 

never cause good health or prevent poor health. They have restricted the right of the individual to choose what she 

will eat, and what he will choose as medication and treatment. 

23. Threats that The People cannot have their freedom to live and get their lives back until the population submit to 

supposed medical treatment that is untested, risky, and said to modify human DNA, all based on the dishonest 

data.  

24. Denying Utahns their right to choose (or not choose) injectable and oral products of the pharmaceutical industry. 

25. Denial of informed consent in the medical decisions of the people through dishonest data. 

26. Pharmacists have been prevented from prescribing certain medications, even when doctors have approved. 
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27. Even though many public servants admitted there was no danger, the excuse of getting more free money in 

exchange for continuing a state of emergency has been used to try to justify continuing it, treating our freedoms as 

if they were simply for sale for the right price. 

28. A grossly unconstitutional, freedom-destroying “contact tracing” program has been implemented, invading the 

privacy of Utahns on behalf of a United Nations program, given to the United States passed down to the state of 

Utah. 

29. “Quarantine centers” or “isolation facilities” have been prepared, evidencing a criminal conspiracy to take the 

freedoms of Utah residents. 

30. Using the National Guard to pressure the elderly, in senior care facilities, into submitting to testing, whether they 

wanted it or not, even withholding food until they got tested at times. 

31. Holding jobs and businesses hostage with empty threats, acting under the false “color of law”. 

32. Pressuring cities and counties to pass mandates based on the same dishonest data. 

33. Institutionalized child abuse in the tax-payer supported schools. Forced mask wearing and extreme rules of 

control are causing severe trauma for thousands of children, even though the already dishonest data shows 

children rarely get the virus, and do not become seriously ill or transmit it. 

a. Children are wearing dirty masks they drop on the floor, wear day after day, and have even done science 

experiments showing that even a freshly laundered mask is full of pathogens that put children at risk 

when their mouth and nose are covered. 

b. Children kept from contact with other people (adults and friends). 

c. Children unable to see and read their teachers’ faces, even when the teacher does not wish to wear a 

mask. 

d. Children’s every move is governed by hundreds of rules to scare them into staying in isolation. 

e. A large number of students and teachers are getting daily headaches, hypoxia, acidosis, exacerbated 

anxiety and asthma and many other issues. Chronic deprivation of oxygen, and re-breathing one’s carbon 

dioxide, makes a child or adult more vulnerable to getting sick. 

f. Teachers have been fired, if they choose not to wear a mask. 

g. Students presenting health exemptions have been sent home as punishment. 

h. A conspiracy exists to try to deny as many health exemptions as possible, while schools lead parents to 

believe the right to not wear a mask was going to be honored by simply filling out a form.  This was done 

by pre-warning doctors not to fill out forms, or by being overly nitpicky about which doctor credentials 

are preferred. 

i. Children threatened or actually sent to isolation facilities or quarantine rooms in schools. 

j. Children who have exemptions, and their parents, have been bullied by teachers and administrators, or 

teachers have encouraged kids to bully them. 

k. Coaches and athletes are being quarantined for 2 weeks if a player has a positive test result, even though 

it’s well known positive test results are very common and the tests are reported to be inaccurate, dishonest 

or by the founder of the PCR tests used, 100% unfit for testing for infectious disease. 

l. These quarantines are happening for huge groups, when the player who tested positive isn’t even ill. 

m. Teachers are in tears, scared to lose their jobs, unable to breathe and getting headaches every day, and are 

dealing with confused, scared children who cannot learn. 

n. Tyrannical mandates fining people $500 to peacefully assemble, in Provo, for instance, in violation of the 

First Amendment. 

o. Creating a situation where children become vulnerable and desperate to socialize with friends again, and 

then using that situation to try to turn them against their parents. Such as, but not limited to, using 

children as propaganda tools in press conferences, abusing their trust in authority in seeking to train them 

against their parents’ generation. 
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